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Harrison Kalodimos and Annalisa Boerner, both of Cleveland Heights,
share a chat after a picnic at Wade Oval in University Circle. During
hot days, experts say stay in the shade.
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Sizzling holiday weekend in Northeast Ohio brings
dangers of heat stroke, sunburn
Published: Friday, May 25, 2012, 6:00 AM

CLEVELAND, Ohio — It's going to be a
hot Memorial Day weekend, with
temperatures soaring into the 90s,
followed by a sizzling summer,
forecasters predict.

Above-average heat in June, July and
August, scientists say, should be a
continuing trend of Ohio's
unseasonably warm winter and spring.

That means that people heading to
ballparks, beaches and backyards must
take steps to protect themselves from
heat exhaustion and sunburn. That's especially true for children and the elderly.

For the inside of your body, doctors advise everyone to drink plenty of fluids while in the heat and
to pay attention to warning signs. Dizziness, nausea, muscle cramps and headaches can be
symptoms of heat exhaustion, which can lead to strokes, seizures, heart complications and other
ailments. An average of 675 people die each year nationwide from complications linked to extreme
heat, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

For the outside of the body, sunscreen and protective clothing are essential. They guard against
harmful sun rays that can cause dry or sagging skin, burns, wrinkles, age spots and cancer, said
Margaret Bobonich, a certified dermatology nurse practitioner at University Hospitals Case Medical
Center.

More than 2 million people are diagnosed annually with skin cancer, making it the most common
form of cancer in the United States, according to the CDC.

Despite the warnings about overexposure to the sun, incidents of skin cancer continue to rise,
whether it's because of the thinning ozone layer, an increase in outdoor activities or people not
heeding the warnings, said Dr. Arielle Kauvar, a board-certified dermatologist and laser surgeon in
New York City.
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Stay healthy in the heat

It's getting hotter outside, so
it's important to remember
to keep your body cool. This
is especially imperative for
children and the elderly, who
more easily succumb to heat
exhaustion, which can lead
to heat stroke, seizures and
stress on the heart. Here are
some tips to keep cool:

•Know the warning signs: Confusion, rapid pulse,
dizziness, nausea, muscle cramps, headaches and high body
temperature.

•Stay hydrated: Drink plenty of water while outside in the
sun. Dark urine is an indicator of possible dehydration.
Older adults can be more susceptible to heat exhaustion
because they don't always feel thirsty when their bodies
need fluids. Sipping water throughout the day is a good way
to avoid sudden fainting spells.

•Protect the body: If heading to the ballpark or beach,
use sunscreen and wear a hat and other protective clothing.
Have a small fan handy for quick cool-downs.

•Take action: If symptoms occur, avoid beverages with
caffeine and alcohol. Drink water or fruit juice to restore
fluids and nutrients that your body tends to lose while
sweating.

Take a cool shower or bath. Stay out of the sun and seek a
place -- like the mall or local library -- where there is air
conditioning.

Seek medical attention when necessary.

-- Ellen Jan Kleinerman

Related stories

Warming climate, aging population, poverty could
prompt spike in heat deaths, study says

A CDC study released this month found that about half the adults between the ages of 18 and 29
reported having had a sunburn at least once in the previous year. That's the same rate as
reported nearly a decade ago, according to researchers. The study was based on a 2010 survey of
5,000 U.S. adults under the age of 30.

Avoiding sun-related problems is fairly easy, Bobonich said. "Stay in the shade, always wear a hat
-- preferably with a wide rim -- and put on sunglasses; your eyelids can get burned." Glasses
protect your eyes and the skin around your eyes from rays reflecting off water and sand.
Sunscreen applied and reapplied throughout the day is a must, she said.

Look for SPF rating, other terms on bottles

Buying effective sunscreen lotions should be easier this year.

Many large manufacturers -- such as Coppertone and Banana Boat -- have implemented new
labeling on the bottles of sunscreen lining store shelves.

They have taken those steps even
though implementation of new federal
labeling requirements for sunscreen
were delayed until November.

"What's great about the new
regulations is that they make it very
clear to consumers what they are
getting in a particular product," Kauvar
said.

Consumers need to look for three
terms on labels to ensure that
products passed the government's
test:

• A sun protection factor, or SPF,
rating of between 15 and 50. Most
doctors say SPF 30 is enough to
protect against ultraviolet B, or UVB,
rays that burn the skin, as long as
people reapply the lotion at least every
two hours when outside. SPF above 50
is not worth the extra cost, experts
say.

• "Broad spectrum" designation to
indicate protection against the
ultraviolet A, or UVA, rays that age the
skin and cause wrinkles. Manufacturers
can use this phrase only if the product
provides equal protection against
cancer-causing UVB and UVA rays and
has an SPF of 15 or higher.

• The phrase "water resistant" for
either 40 or 80 minutes. The U.S. Food
and Drug Administration determined
that no products are waterproof, so
the lotions should be reapplied after
water exposure or excessive sweating
and according to directions to ensure
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continuous protection.

There are generally two types of sunscreens: products with chemicals that absorb and disperse UV
rays, and products that use inorganic ingredients such as zinc oxide to form a physical barrier
between the skin and the UV rays.

Dr. Jorge Garcia-Zuazaga recommends the physical sunscreens especially for people with allergies
and sensitive skin. "New technologies have made these products more elegant and less pasty-
looking," said Garcia-Zuazaga, of Lake County, who specializes in the treatment of basal and
squamous-cell skin cancers.

The new regulations for broad-spectrum and SPF labeling also apply to moisturizers and cosmetics
that claim to provide protection from the sun.

Bobonich said lip balm with at least SPF 15 and broad-spectrum protection is a must for everyone
because lips can burn and swell.

The June 2012 issue of Consumer Reports rated sunscreen lotions on the market and named All
Terrain AquaSport, Banana Boat Clear Ultra Mist Sport and Coppertone Sport as the top three
lotions in the SPF 30 category. No-Ad and Walgreens (in the SPF 40 and above category) were
named the best buys.

Tanning salons a major exposure source

Outside sun isn't the only cause for caution. The CDC survey found that women in their 20s are
going to tanning salons an average of about twice a month.

This doesn't surprise doctors.

"More and more studies are linking tanning booths to incidences of skin cancer," Garcia-Zuazaga
said. "We know that melanoma is the No. 1 type of cancer in females ages 19 to 20 years old."

According to the Skin Cancer Foundation, melanoma is the most common form of cancer for
young adults ages 25 to 29 and the second most common form of cancer for people ages 15 to
29.

At the beach, use about three tablespoons of lotion to sufficiently cover the body. Avoid tanning
booths and the blistering sun, Garcia-Zuazaga added, and have a doctor check your body annually
from your scalp to the bottoms of your feet for moles and other growths.

Fifteen minutes before going outside, apply sunscreen on face, neck, arms, legs and any part of
the body that may be exposed to the sun -- even if you're not headed to the beach.

Exposure to the sun occurs through your car windows, he said, and when you're walking from the
parking lot to the office.

When at the beach or pool, reapply at least every two hours and immediately after you get out of
the water.

And for those teen- and young-adult sun worshippers determined to get a golden tan despite
cancer warnings, Kauvar advised:

"If you don't want your skin to look like leather by the time you're 35 years old, wear sunscreen."

Related topics: cleveland, environment, heat, heat stroke, memorial day, sunscreen, tanning,
weather
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Now they want us to apply it just to drive into work? I can hardly tolerate that sticky s%&! for
the times that I actually do need it when spending the day out side. Thanks but no thanks, I'll
take my chances with melonoma(sp). I have a better chance of dying in a car accident them
from skin cancer.
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Heat stroke, sunburn, and an increase in crime, violence, and murder……Hey Mayor Frank, I’m
still waiting to hear about Cleveland’s “green zones”, because the “red zones“ seem to be
everywhere……
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To all the people that have to be told that you can get heat stroke when it is hot out, or you
have to be told to put on sun screen when it is sunny out, I want you to meet me in the
median strip of Rte 90 around rush hour. Just walk there, it will be fine.
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take my chances with melonoma(sp). I have a better chance of dying in a car accident them
from skin cancer.
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Jake, be as casual as you want about melanoma. My son had one at age 30. He turns 44 in
December. Had he not had anything done, we'd celebrate his 44th but without him. My wife
taught for a principal she respected. he eventually died from melanoma. I'm not wild about
having to bother with sun screen either, but as an SIS suffer (sh1tty Irish skin, I have little
choice.

tribefan May 25, 2012 at 12:41PM

Follow

How did those of us who grew up the fiftys and sixtys ever survive? We did not have the
nanny state to warn us how to survive the heat. O yeah, we did not have global warming in
the fifty and sixtys. It never got hot in the summer. The temperatures never got in the eightys
and ninetys. Right!!!. The only air conditioning we had was fans. Some how we survived.

KochBrother May 25, 2012 at 7:49PM
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Did you have over a week long of 80 degree weather in March??

We did.

hellashot May 25, 2012 at 10:26PM

Follow

They are the ones dealing with skin cancer now! There was no "sun block" back then. It
was "tanning lotion" that tried to INCREASE sun's attraction to your body! I have older
brothers and they are dealing with getting bad skin spots removed to keep ahead of skin
cancer forming.

cognitiveguy May 25, 2012 at 9:16PM

Follow

It's as if Florida weather is being delivered to NE Ohio. I love it, but I'm careful to use
sunscreen. (Oh, and to the question of how everyone who grew up during the 50s and 60s
survived? Not everyone did.)
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